Miriam Charendoff, Graduate Assistant

@NOISEGAMIRIAM

@NOISEFORCHANGE

MEMBERS: DENA, DILLAN, KERESA, MIRIAM, MUNIRA, REBECCA, SUPRIYA, TARA

ACTIION
ARTS & CULTURE TRANSFORMING IDEAS IN OUR
NEIGHBOURHOOD
A youth led workshop in which each student leads an element of the workshop that’s important
in their life. We hope to encourage youth to participate in an arts and culture workshop led by
other youth that (which creates civic engagement) covers the theme of “the gap”. As well as
encourage youth who don’t really get involved to participate, & motivate youth to create change
in the neighbourhood. Showcase their talent!

Euna Heo, Graduate Assistant

@NOISEGAEUNA

@NOISEFORCHANGE

MEMBERS: ERINN MICHELE, EUNA, GLORIA, KANIKA, MERONA, MONA, NARDA, NATASHA, TIANNA

CRAG
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS ADVOCACY GROUP
Legislation that hurts
Investigate and research into legislations that impaired the liberty and or security of community
members. We hope to implement the family systems approach along with an anti-oppressive
perspective to facilitate a broader awareness on the impact of Bill C-43. If this bill comes into
effect it will further criminalize, marginalize and oppress racialized and immigrant youth in an
over-policed neighbourhood.

Erik Wexler, Graduate Assistant

@NOISEGAERIK

@NOISEFORCHANGE
MEMBERS: BRION, CHEYANNE, CHIARA, ERIK, HARJEET, HOWAYNE, ISTAHIL, JAVON, JIMMY, LADAN,
RACHEL, SEVGI

D4C
DRIBBLE FOR CHANGE
Using basketball to build a better community; basketball is a way to enhance community
involvement and strengthen relationships between different neighborhoods in Jane & Finch.
The reason why this project is important to us is because it allows Jane & Finch to open up a
dialogue with the surrounding communities and address of the broader contexts (safety,
protection community, unity, justice, social change, diminishing the stereotypes, gaining
leadership experiences, becoming a better influence on an another individual).

Christina Hyland, Graduate Assistant

@NOISEGACHRISTY

@NOISEFORCHANGE

MEMBERS: ADAM, CHRIS, CHRISTINA, FRANCIS, HELEN, KELLY, MELISSA, RADHIKA, RANDY, RUMNA,
SAMANTHA, TIMOTHY

FRESH
FRIENDS RE-FRAMING EMERY STUDENTS HAPPILY
What is FRESH?
A mentorship program offered to grade nines by grade twelves. It aims to help with the
transition into high school and connect students to each other and the school. Students are
matched based on similar interests/hobbies, and come together to celebrate once a month.
Beneficial to both twelves and niners.

Jessamyn Needham, Graduate Assistant

@NOISEGAJESSAMYN

@NOISEFORCHANGE
MEMBERS: ANEET, AVNEET, BASHIR, CAROL, DEOPAUL, FAISAL, GRANT, NAYANTHI, JESSAMYN, SADIA,
SARAH, TASHEKA

THE CREATORS
#NOISECAST
We want to create a newscast to show the different side of the news in the community! To get a
different perspective across, to change the dialogue. The negative representation of Jane and
Finch affects people’s lives. The youth will pursue greater things in life when surrounded by
positive messages.

Janelle Anderson, Graduate Assistant

@NOISEGAJANELLE

@NOISEFORCHANGE

MEMBERS: AFAQ, ANDY, DANIEL, HATICE, JANELLE, LAILA, LUANN, SARAH, SIKHA, TRAIAN, ZENIA

#NOISEFAM
JANE/FINCH ON-STAGE!
Uniting the Jane & Finch community through an event showcasing community members talents
in the arts and raising awareness on the resources available in the community. We hope to
create a sense of belongingness; debunk stereotypes of the Jane/Finch; re-image and highlight
the positives of the community; and connect people with resources.

Anna Simone Tennent-Riddell, Graduate Assistant

@NOISEGAANNA

@NOISEFORCHANGE
MEMBERS: ALIA, ANNA SIMONE, CINDY, IRINA, JENNETTA, JENNY, KATE, MARIA, OMAR, ROHAN, RACHEL

SAFER
SECURITY, ACTION, FREEDOM, EDUCATION,
RELATIONSHIPS
Safety is key: We want to do a fundraiser for an organization that helps create safe and
inclusive environments for youth. We’d like to support an organization that is working to
support youth. We want to help build relationships in the community. Relationships are
important to promoting safety.

Sarah MacDonald & Shannon Vassos, Graduate Assistants

@NOISEGASARAH/ @NOISEGA SHANNON

@NOISEFORCHANGE
MEMBERS: ALEX, ALEXIS, ALIAH, CAMERON, DISHA, EDEN, FARAD, GUILLERMO, HALIMA, IBITORU,
JOSHUA, JULIAN, KATARINA, KATHRYN, KEVIN, KIRANJOT, SARAH, SHANNON, WILBURN

TEAM YOLO
YOUTH OVERCOMING LIFE’S OBSTACLES
Revitalizing Emery CI: As a collective we strive to make Emery a more welcoming environment.
This will increase school spirit and encourage student engagement. This project is important
because it allows students to feel safe, gives them confidence and will make them proud. It
encourages parents to send their children to Emery C.I. It also allows the students to have a
better learning environment and it will change the way students and parents see the school in
general.

